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Why Do Teenagers Have to Take the ACT or SAT?
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F

or thirty-five years, I have helped
high school students prepare for
the important college admissions
tests, the ACT or SAT. These students
are enduring test preparation
because higher test scores can lead to
scholarships and facilitate selection
into a college of their choice. Most
of these teenagers, however, often
ask me these questions: Why do I
need to take these tests? Why can’t
colleges just use my grades, my
choice of courses, my extracurricular
and leadership activities, and my
athletic prowess to admit me and
give me money? To answer these
questions, let’s look at a brief history
of these two examinations.
The first SAT was constructed
in Princeton in 1926 by Carl
Campbell Brigham. Modeled on
the intelligence testing movement,
the first versions of this test had
verbal and mathematical tests to
measure “aptitude” for college.
The test was promoted in the next
decade by James Bryant Conant, then
President of Harvard. After World
War II, Henry Chauncey used the
test as he founded the Educational
Testing Service (ETS). The SAT was
originally conceived to identify those
individuals with the highest “merit”
or ability to not only perform well in
college but to also become leaders
of society. Curiously, by the 1930s,
Harvard admissions were often
determined by who could afford the
tuition. Conant complained often
about how his undergraduates
were lazy and partied too much. He
wanted to bring talented individuals
to Harvard, from any part of
the country, and give them full

scholarships. So, the SAT (renamed
as the Scholastic Aptitude Test)
became the Ivy League admissions
standard. By the 1950s, Chauncey
conceived of all high school students
taking this test with the highest
scorers being sent to the most
prestigious schools. ETS became a
monopoly on college admissions
testing.
E. L. Lindquist in the late 1950s
decided to challenge this monopoly.
Lindquist had created the widely
successful Iowa tests, still used
today in many school systems. He
now created the American College
Test or ACT as a competitor to the
SAT. Lindquist viewed the ACT
as an “achievement test” and his
philosophy was completely different
from Chauncey’s. Lindquist wanted
to admit as many students as
possible to college, the strength of
the American educational system in
his view. The ACT was used to find
all students who might succeed in
any of America’s various colleges.
Lindquist aimed to expand the
undergraduate pool while Chauncey

and ETS aimed to limit it to the most
meritorious. Consequently, the ACT
exam contained tests that were more
aligned with high school curricula
than are subtests of the SAT.
Today’s teenagers are caught in this
historical vortex. Both the SAT and
ACT were seen as providing more
and better information than grades
in courses. The SAT was considered
to measure general aptitude for high
level college coursework while the
ACT promoted itself as a national
achievement test. Thus, just going to
high school wasn’t enough: students
needed to prove their aptitude or
achievement in addition to whatever
courses they completed.
The controversy over the use and
validity of these tests began almost
as soon as they started being used.
Currently, several organizations
have filed a lawsuit against the
University of California system
demanding that it drop the SAT and
ACT as admissions requirements. I’ll
report on this legal battle in a future
Testprep Topics.

Book-of-the-Month

Where You Go Is Not Who You’ll Be: An Antidote to the College Admissions Mania
Frank Bruni

In this engaging book, Frank Bruni reconsiders the harried process that
students and parents undergo in applying to just the most prestigious
colleges (and possibly the rejections that follow). Through numerous case
studies, Bruni shows that “…the nature of a student’s college experience—
the work that he or she puts into it, the skills that he or she picks up, the
self-examination that’s undertaken, the resourcefulness that’s honed—
matters more than the name of the institution.” Condoleezza Rice, former
Secretary of State, accidentally took a course on International Politics at
the University of Denver and found her life’s calling. Howard Schultz, CEO
of Starbucks, was “forced to stand on his own two feet” at the University
of Northern Michigan, a world far from his native Brooklyn. Public
school honors colleges, such as those at the University of Alabama and
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga, provide a challenging education.
Want to be a Rhodes Scholar? In 2015, Harvard did have two winners
but these schools each had one: UTC, Wisconsin-Eau Claire, and Wabash
College. For a reassuring perspective on the college admissions
process, I recommend this book to high school teachers, parents, and
students.

Ask the Expert!
Is C the best option to guess?
Not necessarily. ACT and SAT test makers strive to
“balance answer options.” This statement means
that, across an entire test section, there will often be
an equal number of each answer option: A, B, C, D,
or E.

Are some tests “easier” on
certain test dates?
I’ve often heard from parents and students that they
believe that one test date, such as the June ACT, will
be an easier test than a test offered on another date.
While individual students might find one test date
easier than another, ACT tests are constructed to be
of equal difficulty on all test dates. The same number
correct (within a question or two) will produce the
same scale score on all test dates.
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